Dimensions

Mannequin refs PS1 – PS7

Height  180 cm   5’11ins  
Bust    84 cm      33ins  
Waist   61 cm      24 ins  
Hips    89 cm      35 ins  
Shoe size  38    5  
Heel height 6.6cm 3 ins 

Mannequin ref PS8 sitting mannequin

Overall height  130cm  51ins  
Depth        65cm  25.5ins  
Height of seat 50cm  20 ins  

Mannequin ref PS9 laying mannequin

Overall length 183cm  72ins  
Height        76cm  30ins  
Depth         55cm  21.5ins  

*All measurements are approximate only

Finish Options

• All available in range of standard colours and finishes
• Custom colours on request

Fittings

• All mannequins are supplied with circular tempered glass base
• All mannequins are supplied with either ankle or foot rod as standard.